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Planar-structure focusing lens for acoustic microscope
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A planar-structure acoustic focusing lens proposed by the authors is applied successfully
to the scanning acoustic microscope as a substitute for the conventional concave lens.
The lens is composed of a number of concentric annular grooves of uniform depth
formed on the radiation plane according to the theory of a Fresnel zone plate. Because
of the simple configuration with no spherical surface, the planar lens operating at a very
high frequency can be fabricated easily using the conventional photolithographic tech
nique.Good focusing capability of the lenses fabricated for operation at 100MHz and
200MHz has been demonstrated through the experimental and theoretical examina
tions.Images of satisfactory quality have been obtained using the scanning acoustic
microscope equipped with the planar lenses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The scanning acoustic microscope (SAM) has
attracted much attention as a powerful tool for
visualizing the microstructure of various materials
and/or characterizing the elastic properties of solids
and biological tissues. In most of the SAM's, an
acoustic lens with a spherical concave surface is used
for focusing the sound beam on a small portion of an
object to be imaged.1)Since the acoustic micro
scopeoperates in a very high frequency range such
as VHF or UHF, it needs a tiny spherical lens
fabricated with very high accuracy. Therefore, it
would be convenient if the spherical lens in the SAM
could be replaced by an alternative one whose
fabrication is much easier. Several focusing devices
for high-frequency ultransonic imaging systems have
been reported as substitutes for the spherical lens,
and some of them have employed non-spherical
configurations.") However, it seems that these
focusing devices have not yet attained good focusing

performance comparable to that of the spherical lens

at very high frequencies.

In 1981, the authors proposed a new acoustic

focusing lens of planar structure.5,6) The lens had

a simple non-spherical configuration with annular

grooves machined on a plane surface. Therefore,

it seems to be easy to extend the operating frequency

of the planar lens to a very high frequency range by

introducing photolithography for the grooving.

This paper describes new acoustic-microscope

lenses of planar structure which operate at 100MHz

and 200MHz. The lenses are fabricated using con

ventionalphotolithographic techniques. In the

following sections, the lens design and the principle

of operation are described, along with the experi

mentaland theoretical evaluation of the focusing

capability of the fabricated lenses. Results of some

imaging experiments by a SAM equipped with the

planar lenses are also shown.
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2. PRINCIPLE AND DESIGN OF

THE LENS

The geometrical configuration of the planar

structurefocusing lens for the acoustic microscope

presented here is shown in Fig. 1.50) On the radia

tionsurface of the lens are formed a number of con

centricannular grooves of uniform depth, whose

width and diameter are designed according to the

theory of a Fresnel zone plate. Because of the

difference between longitudinal-wave velocities in

the lens material and in water, waves radiated from

the grooved regions have a phase which is different

from that of waves from the ungrooved regions.

The depth of the grooves is determined such that this

phase-difference is equal to ƒÎ. The outer radius

rn , of the n-th zone is chosen such that waves radiated

from the grooved and ungrooved regions will con

structivelyinterfere at a predetermined focal point.

This condition can be written as follows:

(n=1, 2, 3,•c)(1)

where Fo is the focal length and ƒÉw, is the wavelength

in water. The depth d is determined from the

following relation:

(2)

where A is the wavelength in the lens material. For

m=0 i.e. the shallowest case, the depth d can be

written as

(3)

Fig. 1 Basic configuration of planar-struc

tureacoustic lens.

3. FABRICATION PROCESS AND

EVALUATION OF FOCUSING

CAPABILITY

The planar lenses were designed according to the

relations (1) and (3) for operating frequencies of

100 MHz and 200MHz.

3.1 100MHz Lens

The 100MHz lens7) was fabricated using a

kalicrown glass rod of 10mm diameter and 20mm

length as the lens material. Grooves were formed

on a polished front surface of the rod by wet

chemicaletching using a mixed solution of hydro

fluoricacid and ammonium fluoride. The specifica

tion of the 100MHz lens was given as follows:the

focal length F0=5.7 mm, the aperture diameter D=

5mm. This determined the aperture angle 20 to be

47.3•‹ and the total number of the grooves to be 35.

The longitudinal-wave velocity ƒË1 in kalicrown glass

was measured to be 5,700m/s and therefore the

groove depth d was determined to be 10Am. A

ZnO film transducer of 22ƒÊm thickness was formed

by DC sputtering on the opposite surface of the

glass rod. The diameter of the top electrode was

set to be coincident with the aperture diameter,

which was 5mm.

A pair of transmitting and receiving lenses was

arranged to have a common focal plane as shown in

Fig. 2. An RF pulse voltage of 3ƒÊs duration and

100MHz center frequency was applied to the

transducer of the transmitting lens, while the re

ceivinglens was moved in the direction perpendic

ularto the lens axis to observe the lateral field dis

tribution.The output voltage V(u) was recorded

as a function of the distance u between the axes of

the two lenses. The results are plotted with circles

in Fig. 3. Here, V(u) is normalized to the value

Fig. 2 Experimental arrangement for

estimating focal-plane field distribution

for 100MHz lens.
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Fig. 3 Lateral-distance dependence of out
putvoltage V(u).

V(0) for the confocal allignment of the two lenses.
The theoretical curve in the figure is obtained in the
following way:The function V(u) does not directly
correspond to the focal-plane field distribution func
tiong(u) itself. Since the measurement of V(u)
was done by a transmit-receive  method, V(u) de

pendson the g(u)'s of both the transmitting and the
receiving lenses. Supposing that  the two lenses
have the same g(u), V(u) can be expressed in the
form of the self-convolution of  g(u) as

(4)

In order that the theoretical value of V(u) may be
calculated from Eq.(4) and compared with the ex

perimentalresults, the theoretical value of g(u) must
be obtained. To calculate g(u), it is assumed that
the sound field radiated from the lens can be rep
resentedapproximately by that from an equivalent
radiator  model.8) The radiator is assumed to con
sistof two sets of annular pistons positioned cor
respondingto the grooved and ungrooved regions

of the lens. The two sets of pistons vibrate in

phases opposite to each other. Then, g(u) for the

lens is calculated by applying the well-known

Rayleigh's formula to the equivalent radiator.

The theoretical curve obtained for g(u) is shown

in Fig. 4 with a solid line. The theoretical value of

the-6dB beamwidth is about 26ƒÊm, which is

about 1.7ƒÉw,while the diffraction-limited beamwidth

given as 1.41ƒÉwF0/D is 24 inn. To simplify the

calculation of the self-convolution in Eq. (4), g(u) is

approximated with a Gaussian distribution around

the main lobe as follows:

(5)

In the present case, the best fit is obtained by putting

a=15.75ƒÊm as shown with a broken line in Fig. 4.

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), the following

simple expression for V(u) is obtained:

(6)

The theoretical curve for V(u) calculated from

Eq. (6) is shown in Fig. 3 with a solid line. Good

agreement is noticed between the experimental plots

and the theoretical curve. Therefore, it is confirmed

that the field distribution of the fabricated lens

agrees with the theory and that the-6dB beam

widthat the focal plane is about 26ƒÊm.

3.2 200MHz Lens

In the case of the lenses designed for operation at

frequencies below 100MHz, the grooves could be

formed successfully by using an ordinary chemical

etching technique. However, the formation of finer

grooves is limited by inevitable undercutting when

Fig. 4 Calculated focal-plane field distribution function g(u)(solid line) and its approxi
mationwith Gaussian distribution (broken line).
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the wet process is used. So, we employed a new

dry-process, namely, the ECR (electron cyclotron

resonance) reactive ion etching technique" for

fabricating the lens for operation at 200MHz.

The 200MHz lens") was designed to have the

focal length F0 of 1.5 mm and the aperture diameter

D of 3 mm. This determined the groove depth d

to be 5 ,am, the groove number to be 83, and the

aperture angle 20 to be 90•‹. A fused quartz rod

(ƒË1=5,970 m/s) of 10 mm diameter and 12mm

length was used as the lens material. First, a metal

film of titanium and aluminum compound was

deposited on a surface of the fused quartz rod and

was patterned into the desired Fresnel zone con

-figuration by ordinary chemical etching technique.

Then, using the patterned metal-film as a mask,

grooves were formed by the ECR ion etching system

using C,F, gas. The groove depth of 5.6 gm was

obtained for the etching time of 47 minutes.

Figure 5 shows a SEM photograph of the central

part of the fabricated annular grooves. A 2.3ƒÊm

-thick chalcogenide glass film was deposited on the

lens surface as an acoustic antireflection coating.

Finally, a ZnO film transducer of 14 Am thickness

was formed on the opposite surface of the fused

quartz rod.

The focusing capability of the lens was examined

by a pulse-echo method. Converging waves were

radiated in water from the lens by driving the ZnO

transducer by an RF-pulse voltage. Waves re

-flected back from a target in water were collected by

Fig. 5 SEM photograph of grooves in 200

MHz lens formed by ECR reactive ion

etching.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Focusing performance of 200MHz

lens:(a) Measured variation of echo

signal from 10ƒÊmƒÓ wire target moved in

focal plane. (b) Focal-plane field distribu

-tion calculated for equivalent radiator

model.

the same lens and the echo signal was detected by

the transducer. An Au-coated tungsten wire target

of 10 [cm diameter was moved in the focal plane

across the lens axis, and the echo signal intensity

was plotted as a function of lateral target position.

In the fabricated lens, however, an unexpected shear

wave echo was generated and it had almost the

same time-of-flight as the target echo. Therefore,

the experiments were made reducing the focal length

F0 from 1.5mm to 1.4mm by driving the transducer

at 190 MHz instead of 200 MHz. The result is

shown in Fig. 6(a). The full-width at half-maxi

mumestimated from the obtained curve is 7.2ƒÊm,

which is slightly less than one-wavelength in water.

Figure 6(b) shows the focal-plane field distribution

calculated for the equivalent radiator model." Al

-though the curve in Fig. 6 (a) does not correspond to

the actual focal-plane field distribution directly, the

similarity in variation of the two curves in Figs. 6

(a) and 6 (b) is noticed.

4. IMAGING EXPERIMENTS BY

SAM EQUIPPED WITH

PLANAR LENSES

The planar lenses were installed in a SAM system

assembled by the authors and imaging experiments

were made in transmission mode at 100MHz and

in reflection mode at 190MHz.

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show an acoustic trans

-mission image of a layer of onion cells and a cor

-responding optical one, respectively. The cell walls

are imaged clearly by the SAM with the planar
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7 Acoustic (a) and optical (b) trans

missionimages of onion cells.

lens. An acoustic transmission image of letters
"MHz" developed on a slide film is shown in Fig

. 8

along with its optical image. The film was specially

provided for and processed by a 35 mm slide film

printer "Canon Kalvar." The image on the film

is composed of fine bubbles formed by exposure to

ultraviolet rays and heat development. It is dem

onstratedthat these bubbles scatter the acoustic

waves as well as the light waves.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show an acoustic reflection

image of a copper grid (400 mesh) for a scanning

electron microscope and a corresponding optical

image, respectively. The grid meshes are well

resolved in the acoustic image. Figure 10 shows

acoustic reflection images (a),(b),(c) and their

optical counterpart (d) of an IC chip. The image in

Fig. 10(a) was taken when the objective was placed

at a focal point, while the images in Figs. 10(b) and

10(c) were taken after translating the objective

toward the lens along the lens axis by 10ƒÊm and

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8 Acoustic (a) and optical (b) trans

missionimages of letters on slide film
processed by "Canon Kalvar."

20Am, respectively. Remarkable variation of the
image contrast depending on the distance between
the lens and the objective is observed in these figures.
This phenomenon has already been observed in
cases of the conventional SAM with a concave
lens.") Since the image contrast reversal is closely
related to the well-known V(z) curves, the experi
mentalresults suggest that the planar lens may be
used also for quantitative measurements of the
elastic properties of objectives through the V(z)
curves.")

5. CONCLUSION

Planar-structure focusing lenses for the acoustic
microscope operating at 100MHz and 200MHz
have been designed and fabricated successfully by
using photolithographic techniques. Good focusing
capability has been demonstrated through the ex

perimentaland theoretical examinations. Images of
satisfactory quality have been obtained by the SAM
system equipped with the planar lenses. Contrast
variation depending on the lens-to-objective dis
tancehas also been observed in the acoustic images.
Since this phenomenon is closely related to the V(z)
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 9 Acoustic (a) and optical (b) reflec

tionimages of copper grid (400 mesh) for
SEM.

curves, the planar lenses may be applicable also for
the material characterization through the V(z)
curves.
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